
Organizations are beginning to understand how culture serves as a 
catalyst for engagement, collaboration, and innovation. When leaders are 
champions for driving culture and brand evolution, their spaces should 
reflect these demands with flexible, durable solutions that make an 
impression and evolve with changing business needs. Haworth Porcelain 
Flooring System is a dry lay porcelain tile system for high-traffic, commercial 
environments where access to utilities, easy reconfiguration, and quick 
replacement are priorities. Made by Versaflex, it’s been a proven performer 
in the European flooring market since 2006.
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Flexibility in High Impression Spaces
Facility managers and installers need unrestricted access to the 

underfloor utilities for easy reconfiguration as space design evolves—

perfect for renovation. Haworth Porcelain Flooring System lays on top 

of any flat surfaces (raised access and subfloor), easily accommodating 

changes to floor layout. This modular dry lay tile system installs six 

times faster than standard wet lay tile and shortens the construction 

cycle—reducing downtime and minimizing costs. It can even be 

walked upon immediately after installation.

Durability and Maintenance 

Customers and architects desire hard, durable surfaces in high traffic 

areas. The Haworth Porcelain Flooring System is a technical grade 

porcelain with a carrier system. If a tile is damaged, the tile can easily 

be replaced in minutes without disrupting the rest of the floor. 

Conveying Brand
Customers and architects seek more unique finishes as branding 

elements that set the tone within commercial interiors, especially in 

high impression areas such as entryways, elevator lobbies, hallways, 

and cafés. Haworth Porcelain Flooring System helps organizations make 

an impression through a combination of unique style options and 

advanced technology. 
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Dry lay tile system packaged as one component made from three parts:

• Porcelain tile—made from technical porcelain

• Factory attached carrier—made from a steel support sheet  

and high-impact plastic grid to spread the load placed on the tile

• Set into a flexible grout—made from a flexible plastic with

 rubber-like qualities

Carrier
Flexible Grout
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